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Engaging end user groups with machine learning (ML) models can help align the design of predictive systems with people’s needs and expectations. We present a co-design study investigating the benefits and challenges of using computational notebooks to inform ML models with end user groups. We used a computational notebook to engage young adults, carers, and clinicians with an example ML model that predicted health risk in diabetes care. Through co-design workshops and retrospective interviews, we found that participants particularly valued using the interactive data visualisations of the computational notebook to scaffold multidisciplinary learning, anticipate benefits and harms of the example ML model, and create fictional feature importance plots to highlight care needs. Participants also reported challenges, from running code cells to managing information asymmetries and power imbalances. We discuss the potential of leveraging computational notebooks as interactive co-design tools to meet end user needs early in ML model lifecycles.
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1 Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) is increasingly becoming ubiquitous in people’s daily work and life. From healthcare to agriculture [32,42]. AI has the potential to transform industry, but may also undermine human values and amplify structural inequalities [62,72,86]. As a response, academic institutions, corporations, and government bodies have focused attention on human-centred principles, such as fairness, accountability, trust, and ethics [1,43,58,63]. Research increasingly draws on human-centred and participatory approaches to empower different stakeholders in the design of AI-driven systems [60], including regulatory bodies and end consumers whose lives can be significantly affected by algorithmic outcomes [42]. However, responsible AI requires not only multidisciplinary collaborations but also novel interdisciplinary approaches that bridge applied disciplines, such as data science and user experience design [40,83].

Computational notebooks provide significant potential to facilitate multidisciplinary collaborations aimed at informing the design of human-centred AI algorithms. People from diverse professional backgrounds already use computational notebooks to combine code, text, and multimedia resources in a single document to explore and visualise data [75,89]. Platforms, such as Jupyter Notebook [47], have been shown to be particularly suitable to support data exploration, documentation, and collaboration within educational and professional settings [46,77,91,93]. Prior work has highlighted the need for user-centred and participatory design approaches to developing AI systems [60,90]. However, the potential of using computational notebooks, which are primarily designed as tools for data science, as part of human-centred design processes with anticipated end user groups is not well explored. We offer two methodological, research tool-focused contributions.

Firstly, we present the findings of a co-design study including a series of online workshops and post-workshop interviews conducted using a computational notebook that combines static illustrations, interactive ML model explanations, and participatory design fiction activities to foster mutual learning and collective creativity. Engaging with young adults with T1D, family carers, and clinicians as co-designers, we identify the perceived benefits and challenges of using computational notebooks as co-design tools during early ML model development stages. Participants particularly valued using the interactive data visualisation elements of the computational notebook to collaboratively learn about ML concepts, anticipate potential benefits and harms of the example ML model, and create fictional ML model feature importance plots to highlight misalignments between the example ML model and their individual care needs. Furthermore, participants highlighted challenges in working with the computational notebook, such as running code cells, dealing with information asymmetries, and managing power imbalances.

Secondly, we contribute implications for the design and use of future co-design tools to facilitate human-centred and participatory ML development with end users with varied ML literacy. Computational notebooks provide a powerful platform to explain ML models in illustrative ways, identify potential mismatches between people’s lived experiences and ML model features, and collaboratively adapt ML model representations according to people’s needs at early development stages. However, the design of interactive programming environments, such as computational notebooks, needs to be tailored to people’s individual backgrounds, including their diverse information and learning needs, to avoid disempowering experiences throughout multidisciplinary co-design processes. While co-design
predominately draws on user experience (UX) design methods, we provide inspiration on how data science tools can be adopted and adapted as co-design tools to bridge gaps between ML and UX design processes. In doing so, we highlight the importance of developing more inclusive and participatory research environments that empower people from non-data science backgrounds in taking more seminal roles in aligning ML models with their individual needs and expectations in daily life.

2 Related Work

We first review related work on human-AI interaction and identify the importance of boundary objects, such as computational notebooks [85,98], in fostering multidisciplinary collaborations on human-centred AI. We then provide an overview of research on computational notebooks and situate our work within the context of type 1 diabetes care.

2.1 Human-AI Interaction

Scholars from different research fields have documented how individuals experience AI-driven technologies in daily life [62-97], and how people from different professional backgrounds use and develop AI systems at work [94,98]. For example, previous work has documented the situated and collaborative facets of ML practices [22,38]: data science work typically involves data processing, ML model building, and ML model deployment activities, from cleaning data and feature engineering to selecting, validating, monitoring, and optimising ML models [98]. While data scientists develop an intuitive sense of datasets and ML models [69], accurately describing output data visualisations and managing trust in ML model interpretability tools are potential challenges as part of data science workflows [51]. Kross et al. [56] describe data scientists’ workflows in collaborating with clients in academia and industry, including developing trust, understanding constraints, collaboratively framing problem spaces, aligning data science with domain expertise, and supporting clients in coping with analytical outcomes. Importantly, Piorkowski et al. [76] identify “knowledge mismatches” between AI practitioners and stakeholders with different levels of data science literacy and educational efforts to overcome these gaps with the help of slide decks, data visualisations, and explanatory stories.

As consumer products and services increasingly provide AI-driven functionality, not only data scientists, but also stakeholders with diverse professional roles are expected to adopt ML concepts to productively inform ML model lifecycles [42,60]. In particular, user experience designers and researchers increasingly engage with AI as a design material [30,31]. For example, an academia- and industry-led study [96] identifies that user experience design professionals are particularly equipped to contribute to AI innovation at system and service levels (e.g., identifying human-AI goals and defining flows and processes) in addition to interaction design levels (e.g., designing user interfaces). However, designing human-AI interactions can bring about significant challenges [30,31,94,95], such as understanding data science jargon and appreciating ML capabilities [94], envisioning feasible AI experiences and rapidly prototyping realistic human-AI interactions [12,31,95], as well as developing a shared language and methodologies that can help align user-centred design and ML model development [39]. Moving on from how professionals in cross-functional roles work with ML, prior work has drawn on participatory design approaches to investigate human-centred principles and needs [56,68,70,82]. For example, Katan et al. [56] have demonstrated the utility of interactive ML to support people with disabilities in customising gesturally controlled musical interfaces and Loi et al. [59,60] have presented co-design approaches as promising directions to informing AI futures.

Overall, prior work has not only exemplified the benefits of drawing on ethnographic, user-centred, and participatory design methodologies to inform ethically aligned and responsible AI innovation, but it has also identified the importance of boundary objects in fostering fruitful multidisciplinary collaborations between data scientists, user experience designers, and anticipated end user groups [4,5,85,98].

2.2 Computational Notebooks

People from a wide range of professional backgrounds, including portfolio managers, astronomers, and journalists, use computational notebooks for data science [75,80]. One of the most widely used computational notebook platforms is
Jupyter Notebook [47], a tool that supports data exploration, analysis, and collaboration, with flexible building blocks, such as code, text, images, and interactive plots.

Initial lines of research illustrate the use and experience of computational notebooks. For example, Rule et al. [80]’s set of studies found (1) that one in four notebooks on GitHub had no explanatory text; (2) that the minority of academic notebooks documented reasoning and results; and (3) that the use of notebooks can be described as “personal, exploratory, and messy.” Data scientists typically intertwine interactive code environments, such as Jupyter Notebook, with a wide range of different tools, including communication and presentation applications (e.g., Slack and Microsoft PowerPoint), to collaborate within cross-functional teams [98] and share information across expertise boundaries [85].

Computational notebooks can facilitate data exploration in one single document but can also cause significant challenges in daily work. Drawing on semi-structured interviews and a survey with data scientists, Chattopadhyay et al. [16] identify several pain points, from importing different data sources and handling large code corpuses to managing confidentiality and security challenges. Furthermore, collaborative work can bring about tensions between rapid data exploration activities, documentation requirements, and coordination needs [91]. These realities and intricacies of using computational notebooks [16,80] have informed design-led research on how the functionality of computational notebooks could be improved according to people’s needs: the academic community has pushed technical boundaries to support end users in managing code [41], documenting code [92], creating data comics [49], and generating slide decks [99]. Furthermore, computational notebooks have been tailored to support interactive teaching and learning [23]. While computational notebooks can effectively support blended learning and, in particular, technical writing and communication skill exercises, there are also potential limitations in classroom settings, such as in managing hidden states, overcoming limited debugging capabilities, and facilitating software engineering best practices [46,93].

Computational notebooks provide significant potential to support research projects aimed at informing the design of human-centred ML models with affected stakeholder and anticipated end user groups. Although much attention has been paid to the use of computational notebooks within professional and educational settings [46,91], less is known about their use by people without significant data literacy. The benefits and limitations of using computational notebooks to support human-centred design processes with non-ML domain experts, such as people living with chronic health conditions, has received much less attention.

### 2.3 Towards Human-Centred and Participatory Machine Learning in Diabetes Care

In recent years there has been much interest in using ML for supporting diabetes management, including improved glucose prediction [28], classification of the impact of specific behaviours on health [29], and association of GPS location with blood glucose level variability [27]. Type 1 diabetes (T1D) is an auto-immune condition whereby the body does not produce sufficient insulin: people with T1D need to take daily insulin injections, and insulin doses rely on complex interdependent factors, including exercise, diet, stress, and others [2]. ML based approaches could help overcome some of the barriers to adoption of current self-care technology through increased use of sensors to reduce the burden of data collection [15,20,53] and the cognitive effort needed to gain actionable insights from data [54]. As T1D management depends primarily on self-care, it is crucial that systems are oriented towards people’s needs [18,37,64,65,84]. Therefore, design approaches which integrate end users as co-designers of potential solutions provide a promising methodological framework for diabetes system development. Diverse user-centred design methodologies have often been applied to diabetes technologies, with researchers reporting that such methods helped answer research questions, gain knowledge on user mental models, clarify misconceptions, and inform the design of usable and useful self-care technology [57].

Although there is a significant body of literature on the use of human-centred design methods for diabetes care [57,84], there is little research specifically on how to involve people with T1D and their support networks into the design of ML models [43]. Here, we report the findings of a series of online workshops conducted with young adults with T1D, family carers, and clinicians to provide a qualitative and reflective account on the benefits and challenges of using computational notebooks as design probes to support affected stakeholders and anticipated end users in informing the design of human-centred ML models for desirable T1D care.
3 Method

Our work was informed by two core co-design principles: mutual learning and collective creativity [6,14,83]. During initial phases, we co-designed a computational notebook within a team of clinicians, data scientists, and HCI researchers. The iterative design of the computational notebook was a collective design effort of intertwining data science processes (e.g., implementing an example ML model) with clinical expertise (e.g., narrating ML explanations) and user experience design (e.g., designing data visualisations). The computational notebook was used as a co-designed artifact to facilitate a series of design workshops with anticipated end user groups. These workshops involved co-design teams with HCI researchers, data scientists, and an additional participant group (young adults with T1D, family carers, and clinicians). The computational notebook was intended to support mutual learning (e.g., learning about ML concepts and learning about people’s lived experiences) and foster collective creativity (e.g., co-designing fictional ML feature importance plots). We would like to acknowledge up front that conducting the workshops with stakeholder groups separately could be considered a limitation. However, we decided to conduct the design workshops with HCI researchers, data scientists, and homogeneous groups of young adults, family carers, and clinicians to support each participant group in leveraging their shared lived experiences at initial project stages, given that the clinically informed example ML model could have led to tensions between participant groups. Our objective was to gain a detailed understanding of people’s perceptions and the risk prediction needs of each participant group at early ML development phases.

3.1 Co-Design of a Computational Notebook

3.1.1 Design Objectives

While the optimisation of ML models is traditionally driven by data science expertise, human-centred ML is increasingly multidisciplinary, driven by domain experts from diverse backgrounds. Based on this background, we aimed to involve key end user groups in early ML-model design stages to avoid adverse downstream effects and to inform the design of clinically viable and desirable ML-models for T1D care. Our objective was to work with three anticipated end user groups: clinicians, young adults with T1D, and family carers. Our intention was to collaborate with clinicians to co-design a ML model that demonstrates the potential use case of risk stratification in T1D care. Young adults with T1D and family carers are domain experts with lived experience. Both stakeholder groups are anticipated data holders: they would need to provide informed consent for their data to be used and interact with a predictive risk stratification system in close partnership with clinicians. Whilst multi-stakeholder approaches can bring about multidisciplinary challenges, early engagement with anticipated end user groups is crucial to inform the design of human-centred AI systems that help bridge real world gaps between clinical and domestic settings. Our objective was to pursue the following design research objectives: (1) investigating the benefits and challenges of using computational notebooks as interactive co-design tools to engage anticipated end user groups in informing the design of ML models; (2) deriving implications for the design and use of future co-design tools to facilitate human-centred and participatory ML development with end users with varied ML literacy.

3.1.2 Design Process

The core co-design team included three academic data scientists, three clinicians, and three human-computer interaction researchers. We iteratively co-designed a computational notebook that illustrates an example ML model. The ML model predicts risk from hospitalisations due to hypoglycemia, hyperglycemia and diabetic ketoacidosis. We implemented this ML model with pre-selected features to demonstrate a plausible example and foster mutual learning and support participants in understanding ML models. We implemented the ML model based on a publicly available dataset provided by the T1D Exchange Registry. The dataset included routinely collected information for 22,697 people living with T1D in the United States [79]. A supervised ML approach drawing on the XGBoost framework was applied [17]. The outcome was a tree-based ML algorithm with eleven ML model features, including demographic related features (e.g., age) and clinically informed features (e.g., blood pressure). A feature importance plot shows the usefulness of each ML model feature in predicting the target. The most predictive ML model features were HbA1C, kidney function, and use of continuous blood monitors. The ML model feature importance plot was key in
understanding the example ML model within the multidisciplinary design team and in informing the design of the computational notebook.

We used the JupyterLab [47] to host the computational notebooks on a university server. JupyterLab provided a web-based environment to work with code consoles, terminals, and Jupyter Notebook [47]. The computational notebooks were made available to participants via an encrypted internet connection and password protected link. The design of the computational notebook draws on an incremental explanation approach to foster multidisciplinary discussion and learning, including a static illustration to elicit lived care experiences (Part I); an interactive table and graphs to discuss the structure and limitations of the dataset used to implement the ML model (Part II); an static illustration to mediate ML terminology (Part III); an interactive visualisation and static feature importance plot to exemplify the ML model (Part IV); and a participatory design activity to support participants in creating fictional ML model representations according to their individual needs (Part V). We structured the computational notebook along five open-ended questions:

3.1.3 Part I: How can data support our health and wellbeing?
The first part of the computational notebook (see Figure 1) showed an illustration intended to help understand a participant’s current lived self-care experiences and roles of data-driven technologies. Based on the illustration, we asked open-ended questions, such as "What types of technologies do you use to manage your health and wellbeing?", "How would you describe your experience using digital technologies?", "What are your thoughts on diabetes technologies that make predictions (e.g., current CGM devices predict blood glucose levels and provide alerts)?".

![Figure 1](image1.png)

Figure 1: Part I showed an illustration intended to help understand people’s data-driven care experiences.

3.1.4 Part II: What does a dataset look like?
The second part of the computational notebook (see Figure 2) aimed to exemplify a dataset and its potential limitations. It provided a table showing the data of four people according to the T1D Exchange dataset [79]. In addition, we provided an overview of how people are represented in the T1D Exchange dataset (i.e., race and gender). Probing questions included: "How do you think this representation could affect any predictive technologies using this data?", "How would you change the dataset?", "What are your thoughts on contributing your personal health data to a public dataset?"
Figure 2: Part II provided an overview of the T1D Exchange dataset with a breakdown regarding race and gender.

3.1.5 Part III: What is a machine learning model?
As part of the next section (see Figure 3), we explained that ML models make use of data to make predictions. We introduced ML concepts, such as training and testing phases, as well as basic ML terminology, including features and labels. We drew on the previously discussed T1D Exchange dataset and used a simplified example of predicting the number of clinical appointments based on HbA1c values. In the remainder of the session, we encouraged participants to ask questions on what a ML model is and how it makes predictions.

Figure 3: Part III introduced ML concepts, including training and testing phases and terms, such as features and labels.

3.1.6 Part IV: How does the machine learning model predict health risk?
The fourth section of the computational notebook (see Figure 4) presented an interactive risk score visualisation to exemplify how ML model features can influence ML model outcomes. Participants could change three example ML
model features (i.e., HbA1c, number of blood glucose tests per day, and CGM use) and observe how their changes led to different risk predictions (i.e., low risk, medium risk, high risk). We asked the following questions "How would you describe your experience using the risk score visualisation?", "How would you describe how the risk score works?", "What are your thoughts on assigning a risk level to a person with T1D to make a prediction?"

![Figure 4](image)

**Figure 4:** Part IV included an interactive risk score visualisation with adaptable features, such as HbA1C.

### 3.1.7 Part V: How would you define your own fictional machine learning model?
As part of the last activity (see Figure 5 and Figure 6), we revisited the example ML model feature importance plot and then encouraged participants to create their own fictional ML model feature importance plots according to their subjective needs. We scaffolded this activity by sharing our screen and demonstrating how a fictional feature importance plot could be created along three steps: (1) selecting the template code cell; (2) changing and/or adding new values to an array that defined fictional features (e.g., HbA1c); (3) changing and/or adding new values to a numeric array that defined the feature importance (e.g., 80); and (4) running the selected code cell.
3.2 Evaluation of a Computation Notebook

In the following sections, we detail our data collection and analysis process.

3.2.1 Research Question

We aimed to qualitatively evaluate the benefits and limitations of using computational notebooks as co-design tools with anticipated end user groups (i.e., young adults with T1D, family carers, and clinicians). We investigated the following research question: what are the perceived benefits and challenges of using computational notebooks as co-design tools to inform the design of ML models with anticipated end user groups in T1D care?
3.2.2 Data Collection

This research study received institutional ethical approval. We conducted a series of five online workshops with young adults living with type 1 diabetes (n=6), family carers (n=4), and clinicians (n=3) (see Table 1). Family carers were not carers of the young adult participants, but carers of children with T1D.

All participants were proficient in using digital communication technology, including video conferencing systems and slide deck-based presentation applications. However, participants had different levels of prior experience with using computational notebooks. While none of the three clinicians had previously interacted with computational notebooks, they used different clinical systems for reviewing patient data in table and graph-based formats. Two of the six young adults had used computational notebooks while studying computer science, but all young adults relied on different T1D technologies and data visualisations to self-manage their health and wellbeing on daily basis. One of the four family carers worked in the data science and management domain and was familiar with computational notebooks. Similarly to the clinicians and young adults with T1D participant groups, all family carers had lived experience of making sense of data visualisations for managing T1D, in particular blood glucose level measures.

To support participants in building on their shared lived experiences within a homogeneous group of peers, workshops were conducted consecutively in three separate groups; one with young adults living with T1D; one with family members; and one with clinicians. In the young adult workshops, when there were six participants present, the workshops were split into breakout rooms with three participants in each room. If there were fewer than six participants, then the workshop remained as one group. Each of the five online workshops lasted one hour and covered one of the five sections of the computational notebook. In the first workshop for each group, the notebook was introduced, and the leading facilitator used screen sharing to demonstrate the usage of the Jupyter notebook. At the start of subsequent workshops, participants were reminded how to interact with the notebook, particularly the notion of executing a code cell. HCI researchers and data scientists took the roles of workshop facilitators and design coaches.

In addition, we conducted 13 post-workshop interviews, including the young adults (n=6), family carers (n=4), and clinicians (n=3). The interviews focused on people’s subjective experiences of taking part in the online workshops and using the computational notebook. We asked open-ended questions, such as: (1) how would you describe your experience of taking part in the workshops?; (2) what was your favourite part?; (2) how would you describe your experience using the computational notebook?; (3) how do you feel about the workshop outcomes considering your expectations? Young adults with T1D and family carers received up to £90 value of shopping vouchers for taking part in the five workshops and follow-up interview.

Table 1: Overview of Research Participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age Range</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>Clinician</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>35-44</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Y1</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>18-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>Clinician</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>45-54</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Y2</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>18-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>Clinician</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>45-54</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Y3</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>18-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>Family Carer</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>45-54</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Y4</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>18-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>F2</td>
<td>Family Carer</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>45-54</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Y5</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>18-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>F3</td>
<td>Family Carer</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>45-54</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Y6</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>18-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>F4</td>
<td>Family Carer</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>45-54</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.3 Data Analysis

Data collection and analysis was conducted in a staggered way according to the three participant groups (i.e., young adults with T1D, family members, and clinicians.). Qualitative data analysis software was used to thematically code workshop and interview data [10]. At initial data analysis stages, we focused on the thematic analysis of the interview data, as our research question centred on participants' methodological reflections on using the computational notebooks as part of the workshops. At later stages of the data analysis, interview codes helped not only to develop overarching high-level themes but also select situated workshop data to exemplify and strengthen participants'
reflective accounts. With a focused thematic analysis, we intertwined interview and workshop data and iteratively shared identified themes within the multidisciplinary project team. In the following findings sections, we identify young adults with “Y”, family carers with “F”, clinicians with “C”, followed by the participant identification number, and the suffix “W” (i.e., workshop quote) or “I” (i.e., post-workshop interview quote).

4 Findings

Based on the analysis of the online workshops and retrospective interviews, we describe how the computational notebooks supported participants in applying a sensitive approach to sharing lived experiences as part of group discussions, iteratively learning about ML concepts, anticipating potential benefits and harms of an example ML model, and collaboratively informing the design of alternative ML models according to personal health and wellbeing needs. We then unpack how the user experience of the computational notebook also caused critical incidents and led to information asymmetries and power imbalances.

4.1 Perceived Benefits of Using Computational Notebooks as a Co-Design Tool

4.1.1 Supporting Individual Ideas and Collective Conversations

The computational notebook enabled participants to formulate individual ideas by working through each of the five sections by themselves, before group discussion occurred and in parallel to group discussion. Although workshop participants were referencing the same content, everyone having their own notebook allowed space for original and uninfluenced thought. Y6 reported enjoying the fact that they had a “private” environment “to test those ideas before sharing”, without a fear of “judgment” of the way they interacted with workshop activities (Y6I). When faced with interactive activities, participants had the freedom to input their own ideas, such as personal parameters in the risk score slider, which enriched their personal understanding of an activity. Private use of the notebooks was complemented by the fact that participants had different lived experiences of T1D. Thus, they drew conclusions from an activity as an individual, prior to discussion (“I thought it was interesting, I put in my parameters on it, and saw what I would have.” (Y1I)). By affording participants more agency in their comprehension, they had a deeper understanding of the concept at hand before discussing with the group. This was a powerful affordance because it approach meant that participants were not bound to the pacing of the group and could take their time with an activity if desired, which would not be the case if, for example, the group was following a slideshow presented by the host (“there’s just something nice about giving each individual the capability of, in their own time, flicking through each day and having to think about it.” (C1I)). A young adult with T1D also identified that there would have been less potential for them to bring their own ideas into an activity had they been sharing one notebook as a group, which would have limited their creativity and ability to explore the activity:

“I think there’s a potential that people could be overly dominant, if it’s just one notebook, [...], I think that there is a possibility that people wouldn’t be as creative in trying out ideas.” (Y6I)

Features of the computational notebooks kept conversation on track and provided stimulus to allow fruitful discussion. The visual elements of the notebook provided prompts for the participants to talk about, which was much more effective than discussing a topic without something tangible to compare it to (“I think having that information there in front of us focused us and focused the discussion.” (C3I)). The static and interactive visualisations were used by participants as “jumping off points” (Y2I) to ponder deeper questions and discuss what was not shown in the computational notebook. Y11 pointed out that group discussion gave them time to think deeper on a subject and further develop their own ideas as a result.

“I think it was nice to be in a group rather than individual because sometimes you could sit back and properly think about it. [...] the discussion probably brought more out than if you had just asked me on my own, because sometimes what they were saying helped to push me to say more.” (Y11)
4.1.2 Facilitating a Calm Approach to Sensitive Topics
The workshops approached sensitive and controversial topics surrounding T1D, including health risk perceptions; roles of metrics, such as BMI and HbA1c; individuals’ choice of technology; and the individual nature of diabetes. While many of these topics have stigma attached to them, the computational notebook was appropriated as a ticket-to-talk about a given topic, with control over concealing and revealing personal experiences:

“I think [the dataset activity] was a really good way to sort of hammer down the point that everybody’s diabetes and their diabetes control is so vastly different, with people using different tech as well. I think it was a really good conversation starter for that.” (Y6I)

The notebook helped to facilitate the discussion of these sensitive topics by clearly displaying information, and then inviting open discussion, rather than railroading the conversation down a specific narrative path. For example, a young adult with T1D challenged the acceptability and significance of the ML feature “body mass index” (BMI) and a family carer referred to conversations on how inappropriate representation of population groups can lead to health inequalities as part of the dataset session:

“It was really clear that making false assumptions and making decisions, particularly when it comes to medical issues and clinical need, based on a dataset that doesn’t represent a particular subset, and applying that decision to that subset is not just unhelpful, but potentially harmful.” (F4I)

Additionally, participants would find familiarity not only in the way that data was presented as charts and tables, but in the content of the data itself, explaining that “there isn’t any embarrassment” when discussing sensitive topics, but in fact “there is commonality” between participants (Y6I). It is a positive that participants felt empowered by the content contained in the notebook and felt comfortable addressing sensitive topics:

“I think the way that people opened up individually meant that everybody felt pretty comfortable sharing their different perspectives. I think these three charts definitely facilitated and opened the conversation because of the way it represented things that people recognise from their lives.” (F2I)

4.1.3 Anticipating Potential Benefits and Harms of an Example ML Model
A further benefit of deploying the computational notebook as a design probe was that it supported participants in anticipating potential benefits and harms of the example ML model and the example risk score visualisation. Participants valued the ML model feature importance plot as a visual way to learn how the ML model predicted risk and appreciated the simplicity of a risk score as a boundary object to foster discussion.

Considering that hospital admissions often highlight a need for clinical intervention and that resources are typically limited, clinicians gauged whether the ML model could not only help identify most vulnerable patient groups and conduct targeted interventions but also help allocate resources more efficiently and equitably. If aligned with clinical workflows, the ML model could inform the quality assessment of clinical practice and effectiveness of “education” (C1W referring to session that covered self-management). Short-term and longer-term changes in risk score measures could support clinical decision-making between appointments and inform self-care in daily life:

“It should be something that can be looked at, um, can be looked at by the patient whenever they want, and the clinical teams when they want, but also proactively, you know, flagging changes in the risk or to just highlight people who maybe on the move to somewhere that’s not as safe or as pleasant as where they are at the moment.” (C3W)

Participants highlighted the importance of aligning the ML model with life transitions and evolving priorities in daily life. For example, a young adult highlighted their priorities in daily life, such taking part in social life, and explained that a ML model that predicts health risk could help coping with the emotional challenges of managing long-term effects of T1D, if the AI system was personalised and provided customisable health risk alerts:

“Most people who are young diabetics they’re trying to juggle their social life, their work, life, education. They do think well, one hypo, they might have one three times a week and think: Yeah, it’s not ideal, but it’s what it is. But it’s when you look at it from the long run, that’s doing irreversible damage. So, it’s kind of preventing these risks in the first place is important, you know. And even the idea of ketoacidosis that is scary. So, to have the peace of mind that you’re not going to get to that stage with the machine doing it [predicting health risk], it just takes pressure away off.” (Y4W)
In contrast, participants also anticipated potential harms of the example ML model. Taking a constrictive attitude, participants addressed the limitations of the dataset used to train the example ML model, such as a lack of transferability due to structural and cultural differences between the geographical origin of the dataset and participants’ local context. Clinicians highlighted that derived ML model features from the dataset, such as HbA1c, were already integral part of existing clinical practices and that ML model features, such as BUN (kidney function indicator), were not tailored to certain patient groups, such as teenagers and young adults.

All participants felt that the emotive nature of the applied terminology ‘risk’ could potentially cause emotional distress when presented to young adults and family carers outside clinical settings. People with T1D and their families may feel uncomfortable in sharing their personal health records to inform the ML model, in particular, when personal health predictions and clinical decisions are being made without their ongoing consent and input. The risk score could be “another number to be judged by” (C1W) and “another metric to live up to” (C3W). People’s perception of the risk score might change over time and depend on the accuracy of predictions according to changes in daily life.

Additionally, participants focused attention to mismatches between binary ML model features and their lived experiences. Both, clinicians and young adults made clear that ML model features, such as whether a person has a chronic health condition or whether they use a CGM device, cannot (and should not) define people’s health risk and quality of care. Participants highlighted the idiosyncratic nature of T1D to express scepticism of implementing ML models according to the realities of living with T1D (e.g., “Diabetes is so unpredictable - a ML model most likely won’t be able to account for everything!” (Y5W)). They anticipated that an aggregated health risk score could lead to unintended health behaviour, including adverse data dependencies, over-obsession, and feelings of guilt, shame, and blame. A young adult exemplified this theme by explaining that the “management of diabetes varies between every person, a model that classifies people as high risk may stress newly diagnosed people into overcompensating with insulin doses” (Y3W).

4.1.4 Scaffolding Step-by-Step Learning and Multiple Learning Preferences

Due to the structure of the notebook, an environment was created that encouraged a step-by-step approach to learning ML concepts, and how to use the notebook itself. While they were separate learning outcomes, they do appear to be intertwined, as a positive user experience with the notebook seemed to have resulted in a positive understanding of ML concepts being taught. In terms of developing understanding of ML concepts, multiple participants identified that the notebook “built up into thinking what would your ideal model be” (F2I), and that this learning process meant that “people really were engaged in thinking of everything they could that would possibly have an influence” on their design for the final activity: creating a fictional feature importance plot. Since the final task produced important empirical data, it was vital that participants had a thorough understanding of ML before attempting the activity. Y4 described how the explanations provided by the notebook elements throughout the sessions had supported their understanding of ML applications to diabetes care. They reported that completing the previous activities was important, in order to consolidate their understanding, before moving on to the final activity:

“I think it built up quite nicely. [The explanations] helped me to think about what sort of inputs would go into [the model], and how it was important to ensure that that was right before starting out with a big model that could be clinically used. I would have got used to being thrown straight into machine learning, but I guess it was useful to start more basic.” (Y4I)

The other aspect of step-by-step learning was building confidence in the use of Jupyter Notebook itself. For those who had no prior knowledge of using a computational notebook, it was important to teach the participants how to interact with the notebook and internalize the process of running code cells first, to not overwhelm them when introducing the more confounding coding task. F4 explained that their first impression of the notebook was total unfamiliarity, and that the notebook appeared “alien” to them. They reinforced the finding that introducing the coding task too early would have overwhelmed participants, as it would have been too many new things to do in one session, and they appreciated the “gradual” approach to using the notebook.

Participants reported that they enjoyed the fact that the notebook catered to multiple ‘learning styles’. Despite this phrase not being part of the interview guide, multiple participants used the term “visual learner” (Y3, F3) to describe themselves or others, while other participants suggested ideas of “implicit” (Y5, Y6) and “explicit” (Y5, Y6) learning. Y5 identified that the feature importance plot “wasn’t interactive and it was a bit more explicit rather than implied”, unlike
the risk score slider which facilitated implicit learning due to its interactive nature. Y5, who had prior knowledge of ML as a computer science student, expressed that they preferred the explicit feature importance plot because “it was a bit more in depth at showing that these models can be made of plenty of different features with various weightings” (Y5I).

It became clear that it was important to participants to have a blend of both implicit and explicit coaching, because the learning styles complement each other and allow for a broad, but also deep understanding. It was important for them to first establish a baseline understanding through implicit learning, before explicitly “digging into it” (Y6I) by looking at more detailed examples that pushed the boundary of the participant’s understanding. As someone without prior knowledge of ML, Y6 explained how the interactive, implicit activities provided necessary foundational knowledge, before that knowledge could be expanded on by studying more explicit information: “Having the implicit first to understand how it works and then digging into it was the right approach for me.” (Y6I).

C3 praised the way that the notebook incorporated and catered towards these different ways of digesting information, “I think different ways of putting information together suits different people differently” (C3I). Y3 identified themselves as a visual learner and described how the visual information combined with the aural aspect of discussion, supported them in learning about how ML models learn how to make predictions:

“The notebook elements] obviously gave me visuals, which I said I learned by [...]. I found the combination of using the notebook, and then speaking with the team and obviously the [researchers] who were leading the sessions, the combination of the two helped me fully understand it and then I was able to give the best answers I could.” (Y3I)

Even though F3 identified themselves as a “reading person”, they still stressed the importance of including visual representations to support understanding:

“Without anything visual – and I’m not a visual learner, in all honesty, I’m a reading person – if you’d [explained] to me a machine learning model without those things, I would have been [sic] “What on earth are you talking about?” It would have made literally no sense.” (F3I)

Interactive visualisations seemed to fulfill the criteria for hands-on, experimental learning, and participants were vocal about how the interactivity of the notebook was the standout feature; the aspect that elevated it when comparing computational notebooks to other presentation tools, such as a PowerPoint slideshow (“The interactive models where we could enter parameters and see the changes ourselves – I thought that was great.” (F2I)). When describing the interactive risk score slider, F2 enthused, “I’m a sucker for things you can slide around and see the impact of, it’s almost like gaming, isn’t it, which I think is one of the engaging elements of using the notebook approach” (F2I).

4.1.5 Harnessing of Coding by Non-Data Science Experts

Presenting the computational notebook, a technical tool, to non-data science experts was understandably difficult and met with apprehension. Participants, such as F4, who had no prior experience with coding, described their first impressions of the notebook as “daunting” (F4I), and F1 expressed, “when I opened it for the first time, I was maybe worried a little bit and not sure how I was going to cope with it” (F1I). However, with guidance from the workshop facilitators, and by approaching the notebook slowly and with step-by-step principles, participants who were initially put off were still confident in giving the notebook their best attempt. A young adult described the importance of having a coach to help when coding in the following way: “it was really good that we had a supervisor in to nudge us in the right direction if we needed help with it” (Y6I).

F3 described how they struggled, at first, to assign numerical weightings to features because of their fictional nature. Upon initially coding values and generating a graph, F3’s understanding was rapidly developed by the visual representation of their figures; they could now visualise how the model’s features were weighted, relative to each other, and iteratively adjust values until it looked right to them: “When I initially did the features of importance, I remember thinking all these are just pie in the sky figures, not really sure, and I went back and found I could change them quite easily and quite quickly as well”(F3I). While they noted that the coding was not necessarily the most intuitive way of creating a graph, F4 also described the benefit of the instant feedback from changing the code:

“It’s the visualization of it that when you type it in it, it shows the impact of changing the value immediately. Whereas I think other ways are more intuitive in terms of, yeah, we all know how to fill in a form or a Google doc or whatever, but then you wouldn’t necessarily see what the graph then looks like until you have done it all, and then you’d have to go back and start all over again.” (F4I)
F4 reiterated that by the time the coding task came around, they found the task “relatively straightforward” and although they did make mistakes while creating code, they persevered and managed to succeed due to the gradual approach to the task:

“I think if this had come further up in the workshops and it was in the first or second [session], I think I’d have really struggled. It was better being in the last one and it was a little daunting, but relatively straightforward to do. I think I got tripped up and I don’t know if I was the only one tripped up by adding in features and getting caught out by not putting commas or quotation marks in the right places.” (F4I)

A positive finding was the reactions of participants who had never coded before, after succeeding in the task. Upon their first impression of the notebook, F3 noted frustration and despair at the perceived technicality of the environment, “when I first saw it, I thought ‘Oh hell, I’m never going to get to grips with this,’ because it looks very scientific to me and a bit geeky, computer science-y, and nerdy” (F3I). However, when eventually tasked with writing code, F3 discovered that the task was not as difficult as they first thought, “I was just following the steps and when I tried it the first time I thought, ‘oh I can do it, that’s good!’” F3 went on to report that the coding task ended up being their favourite activity of all the workshops, and that they gained satisfaction by being able to code successfully.

“I actually quite liked doing that coding thing when it came down to it. I thought I was going to hate it, but I quite liked the interactivity of it […] I had quite a little bit of a sense of satisfaction about being able to do it. I know it’s ridiculous, but I was like, ‘Oh yeah, this is easy actually.’” (F3I)

Y6, who had no prior coding experience, also reported similar feelings of empowerment and jubilation when successfully coding. Their success with their coding enabled them to produce the most comprehensive feature importance graph out of all participants, with fourteen features in total. Because the example code only had placeholders for five features, this demonstrates that they had an adept understanding of altering code and adding elements to an array:

“For me I had a couple of issues at the start, because I wanted to do more factors compared to what was initially put into the code, but I felt like I did alright with it, and as I got into it, I picked it up pretty quickly with how to stick the right things in. […] [I felt] really, really proud of myself because I’m not techy. I can work a computer - IT is absolutely fine - but coding is something that I never thought I’d be able to do. Because I don’t understand it, […] it is quite intimidating. Especially with a big lack of women in STEM, sometimes it’s hard to pique that interest of, ‘actually, it’s not as intimidating as you think it is, you can do it.’” (Y6I)

4.1.6 Collaboratively Informing the Design of Alternative ML Models

Creating a fictional feature importance plot was a participatory and collaborative learning experience (see Figure 7). Participants were positive in describing how the group discussion about the notebook content furthered their own understanding of the task, and how sharing ideas helped to inform their own activities. For example, Y3 described how they were inspired by other participants’ feature importance plots, and how they used other people’s ideas to improve their own fictional ML model features:

“I thought it was really insightful to see other people’s priorities, because sometimes people have very different priorities in terms of their condition […]. It helped me fill out my graph a bit more - there was things I didn’t even think I wanted, and I was like, ‘oh, that’s interesting, I’ll put that in mine.’”

(Y3I)

Participants were reassured that they were on the right track with their activity when sharing their ideas and outcomes within their group. Since their child had only been diagnosed with diabetes for a year at the time of the workshops, F3 reported concerns that they initially felt that they didn’t have the knowledge to complete a feature importance plot. They felt that they were missing something that other family carers, “whose kids had been diagnosed like five or seven years,” would have, and that the other participants were “in a different place and they have a better understanding of [diabetes].” Thus, when the participants were sharing their feature importance plot, and F3 found that “despite so many different levels of experience, people were pulling out the same things,” they were reassured that their opinion, experience, and position as a participant in the workshops, was justified.
Receiving inspiration from workshop peers, participants used their fictional ML model plots to (1) articulate and share their personal health and wellbeing needs; (2) highlight the limitations of current medical devices and consumer health technologies; and (3) describe desirable functionalities of future AI-driven systems for T1D management. Most participants did not take over the features of the example ML model: one young adult, one family carer, and two clinicians reused two of the seven features of the example ML model, namely HbA1c and gender.

**Figure 7:** Fictional feature importance plots created by a young adult (Y1).

Rather than adopting the example ML model, participants defined a wide range of holistic ML model features (see Table 2), from blood glucose levels, insulin measures, and adverse health events (i.e., hypos) to diet, physical activity, sleep, stress, and hormonal changes. Participants’ fictional ML model features showcase different writing styles, including conversational (e.g., Y6W: “any hypos during day?”), technology savvy (e.g., F4W: “External temp: auto-calc”), and clinical (e.g., C1W: “presence of complications”). Importantly, these ML model features address potential tensions between automation and people’s agency, as shown by C1 who highlighted clinician’s roles in making decisions (e.g., C1W: “clinical concerns”).

**Figure 8:** Fictional feature importance plots created by a clinician (C1).
The fictional ML model feature importance plots display participant’s creativity in appropriating the activity in personally meaningful ways. They defined not only feasible ML model features but also articulated the need for specific functionalities of T1D technology, such as a reminder to inject (Y2), highlighted important considerations for conducting digital health inventions in real world setting, such as addressing stigma in school setting (F1), and envisioned futuristic data collection technology, such as under-skin monitors to track blood glucose direction and speed (F4).

Moreover, participants suggested alternative directions for implementing agency and wellbeing supportive AI systems to “get on with life” (F3W), including predicting time in range (C3), recognising patterns in long-term CGM data (C1), predicting hypoglycaemia and hyperglycaemia (Y4), recommending suitable injection sites (Y1), recommending intensity of physical exercises (Y4), assessing foot health (Y1), and predicting adverse mental health states in family carers (F2).

Table 2: Fictional ML model features created by young adults, family carers, and clinicians

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blood glucose level (Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4)</td>
<td>HbA1c (Y3, F2, C1)</td>
<td>CGM (F2, F3, C1, C2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time of blood sugar levels (Y4)</td>
<td>Effect on HbA1c (A5)</td>
<td>CGM est HbA1c for last 24 hrs (C2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levels over night (Y3)</td>
<td>Time in range (F1, C2)</td>
<td>Blood glucose direction and speed: under skin monitor (F4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BG fluctuations (F2)</td>
<td>Glucose variability (C1)</td>
<td>External temp: auto-calc (F4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insulin taken (Y4, Y6, F1, F3)</td>
<td>Any hypo during day? (Y6)</td>
<td>Amount of carbs (Y1, Y4, F3, P4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time of dosages (Y4)</td>
<td>Percentage hypoglycaemia (C1)</td>
<td>Carbs consumed (and type) (Y6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-term insulin (Y1, Y2, Y3)</td>
<td>Predicted hypo times (Y2)</td>
<td>Time since carb dose (A1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term insulin (Y1, Y2, Y3)</td>
<td>Chance of hypo based on daily activities/events (Y5)</td>
<td>GI of carbs: auto-calc (F4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of short-term insulin (Y3)</td>
<td>Change of hypers based on daily activities/events (Y5)</td>
<td>Carb-insulin calculations (Y2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of long-term insulin (Y3)</td>
<td>Hypo awareness in sleep (F1)</td>
<td>Accuracy in carb counting (F1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reminder to inject (Y2)</td>
<td>Dawn phenomena (Y1)</td>
<td>Glycaemic index (Y1, F3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age of infusion set (C2)</td>
<td>Hypo awareness (Y1)</td>
<td>Carb counting capacity (known carbs + education) (C2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awareness if cannula falling off (F1)</td>
<td>Hypo/hyper alert (Y2)</td>
<td>Ability to adjust (Y2) Gluten checker (F1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exercise (Y1, Y2, Y3, P1)</td>
<td>Heavy/light sleeper (Y1)</td>
<td>Stress levels (adrenaline) (F3)</td>
<td>Presence of complications (C1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected exercise level (C2)</td>
<td>Duration of sleep (Y1)</td>
<td>Adrenaline levels under skin monitor (F4)</td>
<td>Clinician concerns (C1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise type (Y6)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Previous day emotional rating (C2)</td>
<td>Effect of illness (Y5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical activity duration (Y4, Y6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical activity intensities (Y1, Y4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anaerobic/aerobic (Y1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood glucose at start (Y6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood glucose at end (Y6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity level from Fitbit (F3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical activity: under skin device (F4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>11. Demographics</th>
<th>12. Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender (C1)</td>
<td>Hormones (Y1, Y2, F4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socioeconomic status (C1)</td>
<td>Explaining the differences between type 1 and 2! (F1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 2: Fictional ML model features created by young adults, family carers, and clinicians*
4.2 Perceived Challenges of Using a Computational Notebooks as Co-Design Tool

4.2.1 Technical User Experience Can Contribute to Power Imbalances

The user interface of the computational notebook was unfamiliar for many participants and it did not meet their expectations for a user-friendly, aesthetically pleasing tool. F3 criticised the visual design of the notebook, explaining that the layout generated by the markdown file was not "very visually appealing" and that "it kind of looked like a textbook" (F3I). They explained how this 'textbook' was off putting to non-technical users: "Textbooks scare me a bit because I'm not a maths or science person!" (F3I) Although all participants proactively shared their experiences and created their own fictional feature importance plot, it was difficult for, particularly, two family carers, to interact with the computational notebook because of its technical user experience. For example, F2 explained that the notebook could be perceived as exclusionary:

"If you want to be inclusive, make it easy to consume. The best phone apps that we have are the simple ones, all the hard work is done behind the scenes, and the participants just have to focus on the question that's been asked, rather than how they interact with the notebook itself." (F2I)

Difficulty with aspects of the software, such as navigating the document and executing code cells, made participants initially feel like they had not the required expertise and agency to engage with the computational notebook. F3 explained how the presentation of the environment, such as the code in cells, made them "feel like a complete fish out of water with this notebook because of this coding that I can see that I don't understand" (F3I). The code in the cells had been abstracted away as much as possible, it was still unfamiliar to the participant to the extent that it had a negative effect on their experience, and consequently, their understanding. F3 continued, "If [the code] was taken out I'd have probably quite a different feeling about it," and went on to discuss how the design of the notebook didn’t seem to have much consideration for non-data science experts:

"It looked very scientific and that did put me off. If I'm honest. I just thought some of the things that were on there didn't really make sense to me, and it felt like there hadn't been any consideration for the way that some of the terminology might make the user feel." (F3I)

Furthermore, participants struggled with running code cells in the notebook. The notebook had an issue where code cells would not execute on first load, and the notebook kernel required restarting. Young adults who had no prior experience with computational notebooks demonstrated fluency with the notebook by restarting the bugged kernel without problems. However, in the post-workshop interviews, family carers (F1, F3, F4) lacked the confidence to fix the issue on their own and required guidance to restart the kernel.

By not offering a similar user experience as typical digital tools, such as a shared document or whiteboard, the notebook environment strengthened data explanation, exploration, and visualisation affordances. However, this came at the cost of the participants’ abilities to digest and understand the information. F4 discussed how the computational notebook was harder to use than other collaborative tools that they had used before, because of the technical nature:

"It was very different to anything I'd used previously. For someone who doesn't have any kind of coding or particular IT expertise, it did feel more technical than a lot of the other ways in which you can get people to share comments. I've been to other online workshops that are more sort of focus group-like where there are virtual post it boards and that kind of thing, which is easier to get to grips with - the computational workbook felt far more technical." (F4I)

4.2.2 Ambiguity Can Lead to Information Asymmetries

The notebook sometimes failed to communicate the intentions of activities. This miscommunication resulted in breakdowns in different ways, such as participants not taking away potential learning outcomes from activities, not understanding the information being presented in an activity, and not performing an activity as intended. Whilst most of the notebook was successful at communicating its intentions, these occasional breakdowns must be reported on.

The notebook failed to communicate the context of the risk score slider activity and explain that it was an example. During a conversation with Y6 about the risk score slider, they reported:
“I was so frustrated with [the risk score slider] because it’s just not representative of diabetes management. You could be testing six times a day, but if you don’t act upon it and don’t inject, you’re still at a high risk of going into hospital. There needed to be three different outcomes: hospitalisation for hypoglycaemia, hyperglycaemia, and DKA” (Y6I).

Y6 had missed, understandably so, a bullet point in a list of text above the risk score slider that said, ‘The model shown is an example of what can be done and does not represent diabetes education or advice.’ By missing this one line in the notebook, Y6 became disillusioned with the workshop activity. For Y6, the context of this activity completely changed from foundational learning about the concept of ML, to frustration at the perceived simplicity of the model and lack of awareness from the designers (‘I might have not picked up that this wasn’t a fully-fledged thing at first, so I think that’s on me.’ (Y6I)). Y6 also expressed how they were unsure if the risk score slider was an example: ‘I wasn’t really sure if this was a genuine model [...], so I was slightly concerned because I’m not sure how good this model really is. I feel like just three features and a value between 0 and 1 wouldn’t actually produce any meaningful results.” (Y5I).

The explorative and open-ended nature of design probes presented challenges for participants in sharing their experiences and taking part in design activities. For example, Y1 needed the notebook to go further when explaining what contribution it expected from them, to feel encouraged to participate fully:

“I would have been able to contribute more with a greater understanding of the project and where it was trying to go. I wouldn’t say that I held loads back, but sometimes I felt like what we were discussing was a bit vague. I didn’t really know what to say and what not to say.” (Y1I)

4.2.3 ‘One Size Fits All’ Approach to Explaining ML Does Not Meet Individual Information Needs

The notebook provided different forms of ML explanations, and while some participants were satisfied with the amount of detail that the notebook went into, a handful of participants expressed interest in more complex explanations. C3, an advocate for the given level of detail, reported: “I think anything more perhaps would have been a little bit too much, I think it might have lost my focus from the information that I was there to provide” (C3I). Y1 recognised that there was more to be said on the topic of ML, but deemed that the notebook had struck a healthy balance of detail and simplification:

“There’s obviously a lot more that goes on, but I don’t know what that is and how you’d visualise that, so for me personally, that’s a decent level of detail and explanation, but also a good level of simplification because I feel like if you put too much maths in it, I wouldn’t understand.” (Y1I)

While our intention was to keep the notebook elements simple to facilitate understanding in all users, F2 thought that making the content of the risk score slider more complex, by adding more variables, would be insightful: “With just the three dials, it is pretty easy to get to the bottom of what you’re trying to say. Would I have got more or less insight out of having more or less of these [variables] to choose from? I’d have probably gone for more just to see.” (F2I)

Y5 observed that the simplicity of the examples could be counter-intuitive and create a narrative that ML was not capable of handling more than a few parameters, because none of the early examples incorporated more than three variable inputs. This would cause participants without prior understanding of ML to underestimate its power. Y5 suggested that some examples could afford to be more complex:

“In the explanation of a model, this training and testing model is very simple as well. Because this isn’t very interactive, [...] it can be a bit more of a complicated image of a model to show the extent of them; rather than ‘OK, these models are always just taking in one, two or three features, and any more than that, it might not be able to handle.’ I feel like people who wouldn’t be comfortable with machine learning wouldn’t know [otherwise] if they haven’t touched it at all before. I would assume it’s quite obvious, but it was only because all the examples in the notebook are very simple, that I wasn’t really sure how simple the actual models potentially were.” (Y5I)

While most of the participants who were eager for more detailed content had prior experience with ML, some participants without prior experience were still open to deeper ML explanations. When asked if they thought the explanations given in the workshop were sufficient, Y4 recognised the benefit of more information:

“I think in the workshop, perhaps because it’s not like a fully-fledged finalized model that’s going to be harder to do and I understand that, but I think maybe a little bit more information is a starting
point. Just the basics of how these things are integrated would be useful, but I guess without a complete understanding of how a model is going to work, you can’t really give a lot of information.” (Y4)

5 Discussion

Recent human-centred calls have highlighted the importance of finding new ways to support participation in AI design with stakeholders from diverse backgrounds [25,26,59]. Empowering different stakeholder groups to inform the design of AI/ML systems has significant potential to avoid adverse and unintended consequences, from inaccessible user interface design to racial discrimination and health and safety hazards [ibid]. Prior work has demonstrated the benefits of involving stakeholder groups in the design of predictive systems in different contexts, including child welfare [19,82], mental health [87,88], and clinical decision making [13,74]. However, it remains unclear what and how research tools can be effectively used to engage people from non-data science backgrounds in the design of ML models. We presented a qualitative account of the perceived benefits and challenges of using computational notebooks as co-design tools to inform the design of ML-based systems for T1D management. In the following sections, we discuss implications for facilitating participation in AI/ML design and developing appropriate co-design tools within this context.

5.1 Exploring the Feasibility of Using Computational Notebooks as Co-Design Tools

We explored the feasibility of deploying computational notebooks as co-design tools. Computational notebooks are increasingly being adopted not only to perform data science tasks at work [80,98] but also to conduct data science courses within educational setting [46,93]. However, it is unclear how non-data science domain experts, such as clinicians, carers and people living with chronic health conditions, experience computational notebooks as part of participatory research aimed at informing the design of human-centred AI algorithms. As part of this work, we conducted a series of online workshops through JupyterLab hosted computational notebooks with young adults with T1D, family carers, and clinicians.

Prior work documented the challenges of designing AI systems, including methodological discrepancies between data science and user experience design workflows, such as time-intensive ML model development processes and ambiguity on user interface levels at early project phases [31,95]. We found that drawing on an existing dataset to implement an example ML model and sharing ML model outputs with computational notebooks can provide a time sensitive approach to intertwining ML model development and user experience design workstreams. In particular, when project priorities shift from optimising the accuracy of ML models to iteratively sharing and discussing ML model explanations (such as feature importance plots) at early ML model lifecycles within multidisciplinary teams. Reusing an existing dataset to implement a ML model (1) supported a relatively rapid approach to human-centred and iterative design processes, (2) provided realistic design material for developing a computational notebook with static and interactive ML model explanations, and (3) fostered discussion of feasible, plausible, and futuristic directions for ML-based systems (see Table 2).

Participants with prior experience of using computational notebooks were fluent in completing workshop activities and proactive in sharing their knowledge and skills with their workshop peers who had never used computational notebooks before. Participants with no prior experience with computational notebooks described initial barriers to learning how to use the Jupyter environment, in particular family carers from non-data science backgrounds. However, all participants managed to create a fictional feature importance plot. A key finding was that participants who learned how to use computational notebooks as part of the workshop series reported a sense of empowerment, being pleased and proud to have created a fictional feature importance plot according to their personal health and wellbeing values.

However, reusing an existing dataset to implement an example ML model to inform the development of a co-design tools presented challenges as well. For example, it became clear that an existing dataset can significantly redefine the scope of ML model predictions, such as in our case risk from hospitalisations due to adverse health events. This
technology centric dimension of dataset-based co-design tools can be at odds with bottom-up approaches, such as ethnographic design work [9,24] and creative approaches, such as exploring ML through “monster” metaphors [30]. Although we attempted to use lay terminology, reduce code visibility, and scaffold learning through making time for questions during online workshops, some participants described the user interface of JupyterLab as overwhelming and experienced critical incidents when navigating their notebooks and running code cells. These experiences highlight not only the importance of providing personalised explanations and coaching but also present promising directions for developing novel extensions, such as customisable user interfaces to support administrators in reducing the perceived complexity of available functionalities. In addition, our findings suggest supporting seamless interactions with digital design applications for sketching and presenting artefacts to support more accessible and collaborative experiences.

5.2 Collaboratively Aligning ML Models with Lived Experiences

Using computational notebooks as co-design tools helped to understand the lived care experiences and health risk prediction needs of young adults with T1D, family carers, and clinicians. We drew in an example ML model that predicted risk from hospitalisations and an example risk score to elicit people’s personal and shared views. Prior work has documented the viability of risk stratification within clinical settings [21,67]. In our case, all participants groups identified, both, potential benefits and harms of the example ML model and the associated risk score. On the one hand, participants anticipated benefits, such as managing clinical resources more effectively and equitably. On the other hand, participants highlighted potential harmful consequences of applying the ML model, from fostering emotional distress and obsessive self-care, to amplifying human bias and health inequalities. Importantly, participants’ accounts revealed tensions between their lived experiences, biomedical views, and ML model features. Personal data are commonly collected to predict the diagnosis and prognosis of health and wellbeing conditions. However, our findings highlight that using certain scientifically constructed and normative measures, such as BMI, to predict health outcomes might be perceived as unacceptable from the points of view of those who live with chronic health conditions. We argue that anticipating benefits and harms of ML models with relevant stakeholders is a key strength of utilising computational notebooks as co-design tools. In this way, multidisciplinary teams can critically reflect on the purpose and features of ML models to iteratively avoid cascading issues [81] and pursue human-centred AI innovation [38].

While prior work on developing ML models for diabetes care paid much attention to the feasibility and optimisation of ML models [66], our work exemplified a human-centred and participatory approach to eliciting the lived experiences and health risk prediction needs of anticipated end user groups. For example, the first part of the computational notebook helped gaining empathy for diabetes care [72], life transitions [78], and roles of social circles [11], including family carers, teachers, and sport coaches.

Similar to storywriters’ needs to remain in control over AI writing companions [9], clinicians highlighted the importance of being able to enact their agency in making diagnostic decisions with predictive risk stratification systems. Participants’ fictional feature importance plots provided inspiration for alternative directions by exhibiting a holistic array of feasible and futuristic ML model features, from biomedical phenomena (e.g., hypos), to daily experiences (e.g., stress) and bodily transitions (e.g., hormonal changes). These accounts highlight the importance of co-designing datasets that are not only clinically viable but also personally meaningful to people with T1D and their social circles. A promising direction is to explore personalised approaches to implementing ML models [38] by combining data from manual self-tracking tools [3], CGM devices [48], and consumer health technology [33].

5.3 Informing the Design of Accessible Co-Design Tools for AI/ML Development

Our second research objective was to derive methodological implications for using interactive user interfaces, such as computational notebooks, as co-design tools to facilitate human-centred and participatory AI/ML development with anticipated end user groups from non-data science backgrounds. There are different use cases for adapting and adopting computational notebooks to inform human-centred ML, from sharing data science outcomes ad-hoc within
multi-functional teams in industry settings, to using computational notebooks to foster shared decision making, mutual learning, and collective creativity as part of longer-term academic projects. While a ML model can be implemented relatively quickly based on an existing dataset, the development and deployment of human-centred ML-based systems in real-world settings is a collective and time-extensive endeavour. Our findings exemplify one approach to using computational notebooks as co-design tools to explain ML concepts and support participants in expressing their needs in interactive ways.

We drew on an incremental and holistic explanation approach in designing a computational notebook with static illustrations and interactive activities to help researchers in explaining an example ML model and participants in (1) understanding the example ML model; (2) sharing their views and experiences; and (3) creating fictional ML model feature importance plot to express their needs. Our work exemplifies how computational notebooks can be adopted in illustrative ways to support multidisciplinary learning and foster discussion at early ML model lifecycles. While we did not systematically evaluate learning, participants alluded to learning preferences according to Neil Fleming’s VARK model [34-35]. VARK stands for ‘Visual, Aural, Reading/Writing, Kinaesthetic’. Computational notebooks are particularly suitable to blend these modalities: (1) visual; through illustrative explanations; (2) aural; from the workshop coaches presenting the notebook, and from group discussion of the content; (3) reading; through the text contained within the notebook and writing through editable cells; and (4) kinaesthetic; from interactive ‘learn by doing’ data visualisations. By combining different modalities, computational notebooks provide significant potential to support non-data science experts in learning about ML concepts and engaging in data science work. A promising research direction is to investigate in which ways different approaches to explaining ML concepts (e.g., example-based or no ML concept explanations at all) can influence co-design outcomes (e.g., usefulness of co-design artifacts in meeting the needs of different stakeholders, such as supporting mutual learning, fostering trust, and informing ML model development).

In particular, our work exemplifies how computational notebooks can be used to support participatory engagement: all participants particularly valued the interactive elements of the notebook and participatory coding activity that empowered them to create their own fictional ML feature importance plot to share their personal needs and care priorities. These positive experiences could be reinforced, for example, by participatory pair-programming activities based on participants’ personal health and wellbeing data.

Furthermore, it is useful to look at prior work on the use of computational notebooks in classroom settings. Scholars derived best practice guidance on using computational notebooks to deliver data science education specifically for students from scientific, technological, engineering, and mathematical (STEM) backgrounds [46]. Our work involved primarily participants from non-STEM domains across different age groups and professional backgrounds. An implication from our work for using computational notebooks in higher education is to leverage co-design as a human-centred and participatory approach to fostering mutual learning and collective creatively between student groups, rather than delivering content in traditional modes, including unidirectional lectures and demonstrations. Furthermore, it would be plausible to offer accessible and participatory professional development courses based on computational notebooks for knowledge workers from non-data science backgrounds who work on AI/ML in multidisciplinary teams, such as UX designers and researchers. An important implication from higher education practice for using computational notebooks as co-design tools as part of research projects is to leverage formative and summative assessment approaches to evaluate learning outcomes in systematic ways. While we applied an iterative approach to explaining ML concepts and viewed the final activity of creating fictional feature importance plot as the main learning outcome indicator, future work could draw on summative assessment approaches, such as quizzes, surveys, and reflective writing assignments, to evaluate learning outcomes of different explanation approaches across diverse participant groups.

However, we need to highlight that choosing a data science tool, such as JupyterLab, in research and educational settings can also lead to disempowering experiences, in particular, for those using a computational notebook as a non-data scientist for the first time. A promising research direction is to intertwine participatory design [44,52,70] with human-centred ML approaches [7,38,50] to support inclusive experiences where participants from non-data science backgrounds can feel and act as equal co-designers throughout the implementation of personally meaningful ML models. Future design projects could draw on data-enabled design [55,61,71] as a guiding framework to leverage the
design of interactive co-design tools based on existing datasets. Alternatively, future projects could take bottom-up approaches to engage with end users and stakeholders to co-design novel datasets, potentially helping to inform the design of ethically-aligned AI algorithms [58,60,70]. In this way, computational notebooks could be adopted and adapted as new interfaces for participation in research environments with participatory design and co-design being routes to supporting human-centred principles, from mutual learning and trust to shared decision-making and fairness.

6 Limitations

We have explored the feasibility of using computational notebooks as co-design tools with young adults (n=6), family carers (n=4), and clinicians (n=3). The participant numbers might be considered a limitation. However, we have conducted 15 workshops and 13 post-workshop interviews. Through a series of five workshops with three participants groups we focused on gaining an in-depth understanding of the experience and needs of each individual at the early stages of this research project rather than systematically analysing outcome measures to establish the generalisability of findings. While our thematic analysis draws on retrospective interview and situated workshop data, findings on how the computational notebook supported multidisciplinary learning would be stronger with quantitative measures. Furthermore, it needs to be acknowledged that this work was potentially leading as we presented an example ML model and risk score to elicit people’s health risk prediction needs and inform the design of predictive T1D technology. Mixing participants from each participant group and envisioning potential user interfaces could have helped to explore alternative directions for the design of T1D technology and services. However, the strength of our qualitative account is that it identified the perceived benefits and challenges of using computational notebooks as co-design tools with end user groups to inform design of human-centred ML models for T1D care.

7 Conclusion

A lack of appropriate domain expertise and end user feedback can adversely affect ML model lifecycles right from the onset [81]. We presented a qualitative account based on a series of online workshops and post-workshop interviews with young adults with T1D, family carers, and clinicians to exemplify how computational notebooks can be used as co-design tools at early ML development stages to (1) explain ML concepts with static and interactive data visualisations; (2) foster discussion on potential benefits and harms of an ML models with anticipated end user groups and support multidisciplinary learning; (3) and collaboratively inform the design of human-centred ML models according to people’s health and care needs. A promising research direction is to design novel multidisciplinary research support tools to bridge human-centred ML and co-design processes to inform ethically aligned and socially meaningful AI innovation with anticipated end user groups.
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